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Introduction
Becoming an AI-driven enterprise is no longer an option for most insurance companies. With the 
extraordinary returns that enterprises are seeing from their AI projects, it is clear that producing 
transparent models for maintaining profitable underwriting, pricing, and claims operations is 
imperative for insurance companies across all segments. 

AI and automated machine learning bring five new dynamics to P&C insurance operations that empower 
companies to shed previous constraints and break out of the pack. In a marketplace where the average P&C 
combined ratio is hovering close to 99 points, a single point improvement is exceptional and a dramatic increase 
in profitability. Each of these analytic capabilities can be used to pursue substantial improvements in loss and 
combined ratios.

Below are in-depth examples of how today’s P&C insurance companies are taking advantage of AI and 
automated machine learning.
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1. RAPID PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT WITH DYNAMIC PRICING

Automated machine learning is revolutionizing insurance product development, especially in volatile and 
competitive lines where a timely response to loss experience and market changes is the difference between 
success and failure.

With automated machine learning, insurers can rapidly explore hundreds of modeling options to develop the 
most robust and precise models for their purposes. This cuts the time required by 75-90%, accelerating your 
speed to market.  

Increases in modeling speed powered by machine learning allows insurers to explore alternative pricing 
strategies, identify unique market segments, and automate product and service features — all in a fraction 
of the time it has taken previously. The result is refined and accurate risk pricing and profitability, thoroughly 
documented for presentation to company executives and regulators.

This kind of dynamic pricing is no longer an innovation, it's a well-established practice — "table stakes" for any 
company that plans to survive and thrive. Dynamic pricing incorporates public and private data that the user 
provides with a carrier's own premium and loss data to derive ever more precise indications of the comparative 
risk posed by each customer or prospect. Manual analytical processes can no longer evaluate the relevant data 
in time to meet project deadlines.

Automated machine learning frees actuaries and pricing specialists from time-consuming manual review of 
data sources and the expedient shortcuts used to develop and test new features. Instead of spending months 
determining variables and engineering features, pricing specialists can devote their energies to enhancing 
models derived from automated analysis of relevant data and correlations.
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They also can invest substantial time savings into examining alternate modeling strategies, such as coverage, 
state-specific, or industry-specific models.

Insurers that embrace AI and automated machine learning benefit immediately by pricing new prospects more 
precisely, charging less for safer customers and more for risky customers. Insurers that fail to adopt dynamic 
pricing will find they are adversely affected. Using pricing models developed with DataRobot, an insurance 
company achieved a full one-point reduction in its loss ratio. Imagine the impact when combined with the other 
capabilities available through automated machine learning. 
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2. INDIVIDUALLY DEVELOPED LOSS PREDICTIONS FOR CLAIMS, PRICING AND RESERVING 

It's a whole new day in developing loss reserves, thanks to AI and automated machine learning's unique capabilities.

Gone is the exclusive reliance on "top-down" reserving, where loss development and reserves are estimated in 
aggregate based on experience from prior development periods. While this approach may be reasonable for 
assessing a company's overall exposure and aggregate financial position, it is not precise and does not identify 
the appropriate level of reserves for individual claims. 

A company using a top-down approach has difficulty understanding which types of claims are generating the 
greatest losses. As a result, all downstream activities based on claim experience — (i.e. claim handling, pricing 
model updates, capital allocation) — are less accurate than they could be. A top-down approach may incorrectly 
allocate losses to claims driving large losses.

This consideration is especially important for intensely competitive long-tail lines. Since top-down reserving 
typically assumes all losses develop at the same rate, it leads to pricing models that are over- or under-fitted for 
individual risks and classes. The mis-pricing that results isn't revealed until actual claim development emerges 
years later.

Automated machine learning implements "bottom up" loss reserving by projecting loss development for each 
claim individually, then establishing company estimates based on an aggregation of these individual claims. 
By establishing a final loss amount for each claim based upon its unique characteristics, automated machine 
learning readily identifies those claims most in need of priority claims handling. It also identifies clusters of 
similar claims for appropriate product and pricing action.

Loss development for individual claims provides benefits to different functions in an insurance organization.
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Claims specialists can readily verify individual case reserves, identify claims that are closed or will have no 
payment, evaluate settlement offers, and identify claims likely to "blow up" exceeding normal loss parameters.

Actuaries and pricing specialists will benefit from more accurate and up-to-date loss projections, resulting in 
more accurate pricing and risk segmentation.

Financial managers will benefit from improved accuracy in establishing aggregate reserves, as well as from a 
greater ability to discern and explain the reasons for changes in reserves. All of this will feed into better defined 
products and pricing.

On its own, accurate reserving derived from automated machine learning optimizes capital. Combined with 
the improvements it provides in claims management, product development, and pricing, automated machine 
learning can return millions of dollars to an insurer's bottom line.
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3. DISTRIBUTION OPTIMIZATION 

Relations between insurance producers and carriers are under relentless pressure from changes in personnel, 
customers, and market demands. The challenge is compounded by competing offers of commission incentives 
and the amount of time it takes for losses to develop, which makes it difficult to produce a current picture of 
producer account experience.

Agent and broker networks require lots of attention and care, usually more than overstretched carrier sales staff 
are equipped to provide. As a result, these networks often become less and less efficient over time in delivering 
profitable accounts that meet appetite and volume expectations.

Automated machine learning creates an entirely new framework for managing this vital function. 

By quickly analyzing account experience across a book of business, automated machine learning can readily 
identify your most efficient and profitable producers and determine which agencies and brokerages are the best 
at writing business in certain lines, classes, and regions.

Automated machine learning provides a comprehensive current view of all your producer relationships, allowing 
your sales staff to act strategically to drive profitable growth. Some relationships should be defended and 
sustained, while others have the opportunity to grow and need nurturing. Unfortunately, some will no longer align 
well to a carrier’s market position and should be shed.  

Automated machine learning simplifies the task of assessing the value of each agency's or brokerage's 
book of business and judging how best to respond. In the end, carriers can expect better submissions, fewer 
declinations, lower loss ratios, and longer, more productive relationships with effective producers.
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4. AUTOMATED UNDERWRITING AND MARKETING TRIAGE 

What would happen if your company could immediately improve the performance of your book of business — 
not by raising prices — but by improving the quality of inbound new business?

Automated machine learning supports models that quickly classify current and prospective risks into deciles 
from the lowest to highest likely loss ratios. With this level of precision, companies can develop underwriting, 
pricing, and loss control strategies that correspond to the magnitude and complexity of individual risks, and 
improve the overall performance of a book of business.

Underwriting triage models can be applied flexibly across marketing and new business intake processes — in more 
regulation-prone environments significant benefits can be achieved by not marketing to the highest risk customers. 
In more flexible environments underwriting triage can be applied to all inbound new business submissions.

DataRobot customers develop automated underwriting models that predict loss ratio, losses or risk decile. 
Depending on the planned deployment, these models will be based on either available marketing information 
or information available at submission.

Further benefit can come from identifying exceptionally low risk customers and automatically approving their 
submissions, helping to enhance customer service. Like very high risk customers, very low risk customers 
typically have a lower loss ratio than average and the lowest risk deciles might see loss ratios 20-40% lower than 
the average customer, depending upon the line of business and market.

DataRobot customers building automated acceptance models can rapidly develop additional supplemental 
models to reduce underwriting risk, such as predicted underwriting fraud, likeliness of errors in submission or 
the presence of a material risk or concern that might require manual underwriting intervention.
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At times, some organizations may want the ability to adjust model thresholds to either increase or decrease 
the volume or risk levels used for auto-decline and auto-accept. In these circumstances, it is possible to build 
parameters and rules that manage the aperture for risk selection, letting the carrier change their requirements 
in response to changing market conditions and avoid the need to rebuild models.

Automated machine learning helps remove the variability in underwriting performance by addressing the best 
and worst performing risks. This allows underwriters to focus on the accounts in the middle where underwriting 
acumen can help evaluate and differentiate risks above and beyond what is available to automate systems and 
analysis. Many companies will use automated machine learning to further stratify mid-level risks and assign 
them to specialized teams focused on light touch, average effort and complex or special handling.
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5. UNDERWRITING RISK PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZATION 

You can't drive forward by looking in the rearview mirror, and you can't grow a company profitably by relying 
solely on past experience.

Typically, insurance product managers have monitored their books of business by watching claims come in and 
monitoring underwriting hit and quality ratios. Their principal analytical tools have been comparative assessments 
based on existing classifications (i.e., line, state, class of business, etc.) or simply a “hunch.” Until now, product 
managers have had few, if any, tools for discerning trends that may be unexpected or involve multiple dimensions 
of risk (i.e., territory, line of business, classification, etc.) but are nonetheless real and material.

Automated machine learning informs insurance underwriting by moving beyond existing categories to group 
claims by similarities among hundreds of characteristics not previously considered. It tracks variations and 
changes in claim frequency, severity, and time needed to close, segmenting claims by types of loss and 
analyzing their impact on an insurer's mix of business.

In short, automated machine learning informs chief underwriting officers, line of business managers, and 
product managers about what to look for and what to avoid, and it does so in real time, long before results 
appear in financial statements.
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Conclusion
DataRobot is the inventor and category leader of automated machine learning. Having been the first 
mover, DataRobot has developed the most robust end-to-end solution. Let our team of insurance 
industry experts show you how you can achieve your goals and beat your competition with 
automated machine learning. Leverage our experience working with insurance companies across 
the globe on applications of machine learning in virtually every business line and function. 

For more information on DataRobot, or to schedule a demo, visit datarobot.com/insurance.

https://www.datarobot.com/insurance/
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DataRobot helps enterprises embrace artificial intelligence (AI). Invented by 
DataRobot, automated machine learning enables organizations to build predictive 
models that unlock value in data, making machine learning accessible to business 
analysts and allowing data scientists to accomplish more faster. With DataRobot, 
organizations become AI-driven and are enabled to automate processes, optimize 
outcomes, and extract deeper insights.

Sign up for a free trial today to find out how DataRobot can help  
your organization at datarobot.com
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